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Abstract: One of the most common causes of fetal anemia is red cell alloimmunization. The

standard treatment in fetuses with anemia is intrauterine transfusion (IUT); but this approach

may have adverse effects, or sometimes it is not available or even possible. Therefore,

immune modulating approaches such as therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE) and the use of

intravenous immunoglobulin should be implemented to avoid or delay IUT. We report here

the successful management of a case of D alloimmunization in pregnancy solely with TPE,

without the need for IUT. The patient was a 33-year-old G4, L2, and D1, who had a history

of alloimmunization in her previous pregnancy. TPE was initiated at 17 weeks gestation and

was repeated weekly. Altogether, 20 times of plasma exchange were performed and a normal

fetus was delivered at week 37.

Keywords: alloimmunization, therapeutic plasma exchange, hemolytic disease of the

newborn

Case presentation
The patient was a 33-year-old G4, L2, and D1. Her blood type was A RhD

negative, and the blood group of her husband was known to be A, Rh (D) positive.

Her first pregnancy produced a healthy female infant, delivered at the 38th week of

gestation by natural delivery. Her second pregnancy produced a healthy male infant,

delivered at the 38th week by natural delivery. Her third pregnancy had been

terminated at the 35th week of pregnancy by cesarean section due to severe

preeclampsia. The newborn died a few minutes afterbirth because of hydrops

fetalis. There was no history of blood transfusion or blood product exposure. She

had never received anti-D immunoglobulin and she was unaware of the blood

groups of her two first children.

In her fourth pregnancy, the Nuchal Translucency ultrasound and the anomaly

scan were both normal. Due to bad memories of her unfortunate previous preg-

nancy, she was referred to perinatologist for further management of her pregnancy.

The indirect coombs test was positive. D alloimmunization was detected in this

pregnancy, with a corresponding Rh (D) titer of 1:128 at 17 weeks of gestation.

Fetal ultrasound examinations and Doppler study of middle cerebral artery

(MCA) was normal at 17 weeks of gestation, so therapeutic plasma exchange

(TPE) was initiated and then repeated weekly. Plasma exchange (PE) was per-

formed by HAEMONETICS PCS2, Model NO, 6002 (400 Wood Road, Braintree,
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Massachusetts 02184, USA) by peripheral venous access.

During PE, in each procedure 500 cc plasma (250 cc

twice) was removed and was replaced by 0/9% normal

saline. The anticoagulant used was 4% sodium citrate.

Fetal heart rate was monitored before and after the proce-

dure. The patient was placed in lateral position, especially

in the third trimester. She was controlled with Doppler

sonography every 3 weeks. All ultrasound examinations

were normal and PEs were tolerated without any compli-

cations. At 35 weeks of gestation, ultrasound examinations

reported an increase in MCA peak systolic velocity (PSV

MCA: 72 cm/s) that was suggestive of mild anemia.

She was admitted at 37 weeks of gestation due to the

initiation of labor. She inclined to have vaginal delivery

after her previous cesarean section (VBAC), but due to

fetal distress and prolonged deceleration, cesarean section

was performed. A healthy male infant weighing 2,520 g,

with APGAR scores of 7 at 1 min, and 8 at 5 mins was

born. The blood group of the infant was O Rh positive.

Direct antiglobulin testing was negative. The infant’s

hemoglobin was 13.8 g/dL and stable. Both mother and

infant were discharged on day 3.

The patient provided written informed consent for the

publication of the case details. The ethical committee of

Mashhad University of Medical Sciences approved the

publication of this case report.

Discussion
One of the most common causes of fetal anemia is red cell

alloimmunization in which fetal red cells are destroyed due to

the transplacental passage of maternal antibodies. This leads to

the overproduction of immature fetal and neonatal red cells

(erythroblastosis fetalis); a condition referred to as hemolytic

disease of the fetus and newborn (HDFN). In severe cases,

hydrops fetalis and intrauterine death may occur.1

In D alloimmunization, an RhD-negative pregnant woman

who is exposed to fetal D positive red cells is at risk for

developing anti-D antibodies.2 Those diagnosed to have anti-

D antibodies should be managed based on measurement of the

maternal blood antibody titers and also Doppler ultrasonogra-

phy of the fetal MCA. A Doppler flow velocity study of the

fetal MCA is a replacement for amniocentesis which was an

invasive method for fetal anemia determination.3 An anti-D

antibody titer of 1:16 to 1:32 is reported to be associated with

risk for fetal hydrops.4

The standard treatment in fetuses with anemia is intrauter-

ine transfusion (IUT); but this approach may have adverse

effects, especially if undertaken before the 20th week of

pregnancy.2 Since hydrops might develop before week 20 in

severe cases of D alloimmunization, immune modulating

approaches such as TPE and the use of intravenous immuno-

globulin (IVIG) should be implemented to avoid or delay IUT.5

Plasmapheresis is undertaken with the aim of reducing the

levels of maternal anti-D which will destroy the fetus’s red

cells after passing through the placenta.6

Different combinations of IUT, plasmapheresis and

IVIG have been reported to be effective in treating an

alloimmunized pregnant women. Our patient who had a

history of alloimmunization in her previous pregnancy was

managed solely with TPE in her current pregnancy.

In 2006, Palfi et al reported a case of severe Rh (D)

alloimmunization who was treated by intensive PE, high-

dose IVIG and IUT. Their patient had a history of two

pregnancies resulting in hydrops despite the use of IVIG

and IUT. But her last pregnancy was successfully managed

by performing PE for 35 times and IUT for 2 times.7

Isojima et al performed plasmapheresis at the 15th week of

gestation followed by high-dose IVIG treatment in a severe

Rho incompatible pregnancy. They concluded that the early

application of plasmapheresis and IVIG treatment in this

patient eliminated the need for weekly plasmapheresis.8

Another case report of a D alloimmunized pregnant

woman treated with plasmapheresis followed by IVIG has

been presented in which IUT was not necessary. Treatment

was initiated at 28 weeks of gestation in this patient.6

Our patient was managed only with PE; initiated at week

17 and continued until delivery. The sole use of plasmapher-

esis in the management of a case of Rh (D) in compatible

pregnancy with previous HDFN has been reported by Kamei

et al in 2015. Their patient was treated with double-filtration

plasmapheresis (DFPP) without the need of transfusion. But

in the pregnancy prior to her last one, her incompatibility

status was managed using DFPP, IVIG and also IUT.9

The American Society for Apheresis recommends that

therapeutic plasmapheresis should be considered early in

alloimmunized pregnancies from the 7th to 20th week and

be continued until about the 20th week of gestation; when

IUT can safely be administered.10 The principal of plas-

mapheresis in Rh alloimmunization is the removal of

maternal alloantibodies which reduces their titer and sub-

sequently reduces the placental transfer of harmful mater-

nal alloantibodies.9 Some of the complications which

might limit the implementation of plasmapheresis include

the risk of catheter-related infection and thrombosis,

hemodynamic instability and severe resource utilization.11

Fortunately, our patient developed none of the above and
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received 20 PEs without any complications from 17 to 36

weeks of gestation.

To our knowledge, this is the first case report of D

alloimmunization in pregnancy managed by implementing

PE only, without the need for IUT or the use of any other

immune modulating treatments; neither in the current

pregnancy nor in previous ones.

Conclusion
TPE can successfully be used in the management of pregnan-

cies affected by Rh (D) alloimmunization, without the need for

IUT or the use of any other immune modulating treatments.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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